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Abstract: These days, with the significant increase in the use of renewable energy sources as addi-
tional energy sources connected to the distribution network, many challenges and difficulties arise in
ensuring sustainability and reliability. The generation, transmission and distribution, in the current
state of the electricity system, are facing quite dynamic changes. They are the result of the liberal-
ization of the energy market, the increased use of renewable energy sources such as photovoltaic
systems, wind turbines and the charging stations for hybrid and electric vehicles. The most important
factors are related to the balancing of the energy system, the analysis of voltage stability, overcoming
the consequences of the increase in short-circuit currents, increasing the transmission capacities of the
system forming and distribution networks, as well as the accurate forecasting of the development of
loads and consumption over the coming years. This article presents an analysis of the voltage stability
in a smart microgrid for two different scenarios. The studied cases describe a linear low-voltage
p-type microgrid with loads connected to it at different nodes. Data on the type and cross-section
of the conductors of the studied power line are presented. Simulation studies were carried out to
determine the limits of grid voltage stability when connecting photovoltaic plants with a set power.
The simulation results are commented on and an analysis of the optimal operating mode of the
system is realized. The model studies were implemented in the NEPLAN program environment.
The research carried out allows an evaluation of the permissible limits for network stability when
connecting photovoltaic plants. Through this evaluation, it can be determined how many and at
which node the loads should be connected without causing an imbalance in the network. This is
useful from the point of view of ensuring the sustainability and reliability of electrical energy in
a microgrid.

Keywords: efficient energy conversion; control of microgrid; microgrid modeling; renewable energy
sources; voltage stability

1. Introduction

Recently, with the increase in harmful emissions caused by many pollutants and
environmental problems, scientists are trying to implement more and more alternative
energy sources. Such sources can be photovoltaic plants, wind turbines, oceans, waves
and geothermal energy, etc. They can be more efficient and environmentally friendly
than conventional ones. However, connecting them to the distribution network raises
multiple challenges from a management point of view. The main requirements for the
electric power system are the delivery of quality and reliable provision of electric power to
each of the nodes of the electric transmission network. It is also necessary to ensure the
sustainable operation of energy facilities, development of production power and vitality
of the electricity market. The application of various energy efficiency measures would
significantly help to ensure these requirements. The ability of the power system to maintain
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a stable voltage on all buses under normal conditions and when various disturbances
occur is called voltage stability. When an event occurs in the power system, such as large
load shedding, the occurrence of emergency modes, occurrence of short circuits, islanding
operation and others, the voltage becomes unstable. This can lead to uncontrollable and
progressive stress reduction and collapse.

Smart grids have the potential to change the way energy is produced, distributed
and sold. They can improve the efficiency of energy systems and reduce environmental
pollution by reducing carbon dioxide emissions. Here are some examples of smart grid
applications in energy:

• Energy grid management: Smart grids can be used to manage distribution networks
and optimize energy production and distribution. They can provide an energy demand
and regulate energy production to meet that demand.

• Residential buildings: Smart grids can be used to optimize the energy management
of residential properties. You can control HVAC systems, lighting and other energy
efficiency systems. This can increase energy costs and increase carbon emissions.

• Smart cities: Smart grids can be used to manage energy in large urban areas. They can
optimize the management of transport, lighting and other systems to reduce energy
costs and improve the lives of citizens.

Use of renewable energy sources: Smart grids can be used to optimize renewable
energy sources such as solar and wind energy. They can control the production of energy
from these sources and integrate it into the energy grid to be used by utilizing fossil fuels.

DC networks have advantages over AC networks such as smaller power transmission
losses, bi-directional transmission and the relative ease of changing the power delivered to
them. For their control, here are several approaches to voltage control in a DC microgrid.
They are proportion integration control, fuzzy PI control and particle swarm operation [1].

Also, another significant issue in using renewable energy sources for power supply
is the reduction in overall system inertia when replacing synchronous machines in the
grid. The presence of synchronous motors connected to the power system ensures the
necessary operating frequency and phase angle within the permissible limits. When an
emergency event occurs, the synchronization of the power system may be disrupted. A lack
of synchronization when connecting synchronous generators can cause significant problems
in the dynamics under uncertainties, reducing the frequency stability in microgrids and
especially in island mode. This problem can be solved with the use of the virtual inertia
frequency control concept and its optimization with mathematical models [2].

Another reason for using smart microgrids is the increased requirements when adding
additional loads. The built network often cannot cover the peak values in different operat-
ing modes. The implementation of such alternative energy sources in the power system
can lead to significant difficulties in ensuring the essential requirements for the network
such as stability, reliability and cost-effectiveness. Voltage fluctuation, frequency deviation
and the uncertain nature of solar irradiation and wind sources are significant challenges for
both grid-connected and standalone hybrid systems [3]. For this reason, a study of voltage
stability, when connecting one or several PV plants in different nodes of a low-voltage
transmission line, is presented in the current article.

2. Literature Review

The sustainability of micro-grids is a critical aspect, especially when considered in the
context of the sustainability of the energy system as a whole. Micro-grids are decentralized
energy systems that include small energy sources (such as solar panels, wind turbines,
biogas generators) and are often connected to energy storage (such as batteries).

Here are some factors that are important to the sustainability of micro-grids:

• Flexibility and control: Micro-grids need to be flexible and well managed in order to
adapt to changing conditions and requirements. This includes power generation and
distribution management, energy storage management and load management.
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• Self-resilience: The resilience of micro-grids is improved if they can be self-resilient in
case of contingencies or accidents. This can be accomplished by incorporating backup
power sources and storage systems that can provide power in the event of supply
disruptions or other problems.

• Communication infrastructure: The resilience of micro-grids is improved if they
have a reliable and secure communication infrastructure. This allows the systems to
communicate with each other, send control and monitoring data and respond quickly
to changes in conditions.

• Automation and control: The use of automated control and management systems can
improve the resilience of micro-grids. They enable a quick and efficient response to
changes in internal and external conditions, such as fluctuations in energy production
or changes in electricity prices.

• Safety and security: The resilience of micro-grids also depends on their security
and protection against external threats and cyber-attacks. Securing systems and
data, encrypting communications, and implementing security incident detection and
response mechanisms are essential.

Building sustainable micro-grids requires a complex and well-designed approach,
taking into account the specific conditions and requirements of the specific location
and application.

Photovoltaic (solar) generators have significant potential to be integrated into smart
grids due to their renewable nature and flexibility in deployment. When PV generators are
included in the smart grid, they can provide several benefits and functionalities:

• Power generation: Photovoltaic generators use the sun’s energy to produce electricity.
When integrated into a smart grid, they can be used to produce energy to meet some
or all of the needs of a local community or building.

• Decentralized production: Photovoltaic generators provide the possibility of decentral-
ized energy production. This means that energy can be produced close to the places of
its use, which reduces losses during transportation and improves energy efficiency.

• Integration of energy storage: Photovoltaic generators can be combined with energy
storage systems such as batteries to provide continuous access to energy even when
the sun is not shining. This increases the reliability and resilience of the smart grid.

• Dynamic energy management: Smart grids can integrate energy management systems
that monitor energy production and consumption. Thus, PV generators can be opti-
mized to target the locations with the greatest need for energy or peak demand periods.

• Interaction with other energy sources: Photovoltaic generators can be combined with
other renewable energy sources, such as wind turbines or biogas generators, to achieve
a more sustainable and balanced energy mix.

Thus, the integration of photovoltaic generators in smart grids contributes to increasing
energy efficiency, sustainability and reducing carbon emissions.

MG stability is classified into the following categories: transient stability; voltage
stability and weak signal stability [3]. These aspects of sustainability are discussed in
great detail in [4,5]. There, MG transient stability is defined as “the ability of the MG
system to maintain stability after being subjected to significant perturbations”. Such
significant disturbances are, for example, structural changes in the MG, short-circuit faults
and operation mode switching from grid-connected to isolated operation. In this sense,
voltage stability is the ability of MG to maintain a voltage within certain limits. Voltage
instabilities in MG are usually strongly related to reactive power balance, load dynamic
characteristics, reactive power limitation and system operator operations. Due to the
relatively small power and predominantly active nature of the load (the high R/X ratio),
usually the voltage regulation of the MG is achieved by the modulation of the active power
in the MG. On the other hand, MGs are also susceptible to small disturbances due to the
specificity of the sources used for decentralized energy production, which are characterized
by very small or no physical inertia characteristics. The absence of systemic damping in
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MG (which classical power sources have) leads to the presence of undamped oscillations
when the system is subjected to small perturbations.

The ability of the system to maintain the load node voltages and reactive power balance
is checked. In classical terminology, this resistance is defined as “load resistance”. Voltage
stability under major disturbances refers to the stability of the system control voltages after
a major disturbance, such as system failures, loss of load or loss of generation. Determining
this form of stability requires studying the dynamic performance of the system for a period
sufficient to capture devices such as load-changing transformers, generator fields and
current limiters. High-stress studies can be investigated using nonlinear time-domain
simulations that include proper modeling. Voltage stability under small disturbances
refers to the operating state of the power system for small stable voltages; if the system
has small disturbances, the voltage near the loads does not change or remains close to
the values before the disturbance. The concept of small disturbance stability is related to
the steady state and is analyzed using a small signal model of the system [4]. Figure 1
shows a block diagram for the purpose of describing voltage resistance disturbances. Small
disturbances occur in electrically remote emergency modes. They are characterized by a
disturbance of the power balance when remote large electrical loads or generator power fail.
Big disturbances occur in nearby emergency modes such as short circuits in the network.
Depending on the emergency mode, disturbances are characterized by a long or short
transient process.
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The aspects of improving stability by applying existing microgrid control methods
and various industrial solutions are shown in Ref. [3] and a platform for obtaining different
types of microgrid stability assessment is also proposed. Various stability improvement
methods have been demonstrated for different types of microgrids. The research presented
in Ref. [6] is focused on investigating the impact of line impedance and passive filter
parameters on the stability of MG in grid-connected mode. Through a mathematical model,
the limit of stability of the MG was determined, when its parameters were changed. In
addition, a sensitivity analysis was performed based on a mathematical model to determine
those parameters that most strongly influence the network’s resilience. The manuscript [7]
presents research related to the assessment of the impact of voltage increase and reverse
power flow limitation in the power system with a high concentration of decentralized power
generation sources. The analysis was conducted on an example IEEE 13-bus test system,
simulating the most critical scenario with both low power consumption and maximum
power output from the power sources. A controller is proposed which reduces the effects of
surge when operating in the considered worst-case critical microgrid scenario. In addition,
the proposed control strategy reduces harmonic distortions, improves the power factor
and maintains voltage stability. The functionality of microgrids is most often determined
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by the use of two indicators—stability and reliability. They depend strongly on system
configuration and generation/consumption profiles [8]. This paper proposes a probabilistic
risk framework by simultaneously considering the stability and reliability of microgrids. In
this aspect, reliability is decomposed into shorter-term events, while stability is treated as
probabilistic events that must be integrated into the risk assessment. Thus, it can provide a
quantitative assessment of the operational risk of microgrids.

The vehicle-to-grid (V2G) concept applied to residential microgrids (MGs), with the
idea of supporting system voltage and frequency regulation, is discussed in Ref. [9]. For this
purpose, a power system stabilizer (PSS) was chosen, which was added to the excitation
system to improve dynamic and transient stability and offer damping characteristics
suitable for V2G regulation. The studied island residential MGs consist of diesel generators
that are used as the main generation sources, residential loads and an EV aggregator.
In Ref. [10], the use of an isolated DC microgrid is proposed to supply a single-family
house with the necessary electrical energy and to generate oxy-hydrogen gas HHO, which
is used for cooking. To ensure stable and smooth operation during large variations in
energy production and consumption, the optimal management of energy flows has been
synthesized. The performance of the proposed system is validated through MATLAB
simulation. Ref. [11] proposed an emergency control strategy for transient microgrid
stability based on parameter adjustment. First, the stability of the voltage-controlled
inverter with the current limiter is analyzed. Second, a flexible parameter adjustment
strategy considering various constraints is proposed. Finally, power trajectory prediction
based on the application of artificial intelligence techniques is proposed. Grid-forming
converters usually maintain the voltage and frequency of the isolated microgrid (MG).
These converters are characterized by small inertia and strong nonlinearity, which pose a
threat to microgrid stability. The structure of a multi-microgrid (MMG) is more complex
than that of a microgrid. In Ref. [12], this paper established the dynamic MMG model
dominated by network-forming converters. In the study, it is proposed that the droop
factor and the inductance of the connecting line are determined as the main parameters
affecting the stability of the system. This was carried out by analyzing the eigenvalues
and participating factors of the system. In Ref. [13], data-driven modeling of the nonlinear
transient dynamics of microgrid systems is presented. On this basis, a control synthesis was
performed, and the proposed method can simultaneously calculate the control equations of
different subsystems and is verified as robust to measure noises and disturbances. This
paper highlights that with the advancement of data science, it is becoming a powerful
tool for higher-order modeling and the analysis of nonlinear microgrid systems, which
improves the overall stability and reliability of the microgrid.

Paper [14] demonstrates the possibilities of a deep-learning-based method for accurate
online prediction of the resilience of microgrids consisting of different sources for decen-
tralized energy production. The test results show that the proposed method significantly
improves the reliability of the microgrid under complex operating conditions. Paper [15]
presents a voltage stability analysis of direct current (DC) microgrids for spacecraft power
needs where high levels of reliability are required. Bifurcation theory has been applied to
determine the behavior of the system and identify the main causes of its voltage instabil-
ity. The findings of this paper are applicable to similar classes of islanded (grid-forming)
DC systems, including aerospace vehicles, shipboard systems and terrestrial micro- and
nano-grids.

In Ref. [16], the mathematical model of a DC–DC converter was developed, which
ensures the management of energy flows and the stability of a direct current network
powered by hybrid voltage sources. An eigenvalue analysis of the modeled system was
performed to investigate small-signal robustness. A controller with the main task of
improving the stability of the system was synthesized and designed. The penetration
of low-inertia resource-based power electronic devices and systems into power systems
creates new challenges for system stability and requires the application of advanced stability
assessment tools [17]. One such tool for assessing the stability of a network under a large
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signal is the determination of the system’s region of stability (ROS), that is, the portion
of the system’s state space where variable trajectories converge to a stable equilibrium
point. This paper proposes a sum-of-squares (SOS) technique for determining large-signal
stability regions of microgrids, using the Lyapunov function. In Ref. [18], the results of
studies on the dynamics of operation and control of DC islanded microgrids (DC MGs)
are presented. The optimal operation of a stand-alone DC MG with controlled decay is
proposed here through an optimization based on the application of artificial intelligence
techniques that combines small-signal stability and objective functions related to economic
and environmental constraints. The results are verified using numerical experiments with
developed models. The technology of distributed control of power flows based on power
electronic devices has significantly improved the regulation of DC microgrid systems. On
the other hand, it enables the introduction of potential cybersecurity threats related to the
communication process. Most often, the system is vulnerable to two types of attacks: denial
of service (DoS) attacks and false data injection (FDI) attacks [19]. If both attacks occur
simultaneously, they can destabilize the DC microgrid and threaten its safe operation. In
order to ensure the stability of the system under hybrid attacks, intelligent control through
a consensus-based secondary control strategy is proposed. The stability of the system is
rigorously analyzed via the Lyapunov method. Numerical and experimental tests confirm
the effectiveness of the proposed strategy.

In addition to the technologies used to manage energy flows in the distribution net-
work, with the increase in connected renewable sources, it is necessary to ensure the quality
monitoring of the system in real time. This leads to many difficulties and challenges in
collecting data from the power system. In Ref. [20], a new scheme for virtual data collection
was proposed to ensure security and efficiency. The main processes involved in the initial
collection of the data and the challenges in its use were presented in detail and described
alongside the main methods used, such as similarity analysis for reference station selection
and PV data inference. Also, in addition to ensuring the sustainability and reliability of
the power system, economic aspects must be considered [21]. The principle of economical
consumption is used to ensure a balance of costs when connecting photovoltaic plants
or wind turbines. It is a new method that uses minimum and maximum optimization to
ensure low power costs and maximum power consumption, respectively. According to the
presented principle of economical consumption, with the help of appropriate measures, it
is possible to optimize energy from renewable sources. In Ref. [22], a method for improving
the characteristics of microgrids based on optimal control synthesis is presented. In this
sense, a CCE–PLL with constant and weak coupling independent of the GCC bandwidth is
proposed. Through experiments, it has been confirmed that using CCE–PLL, the system has
high resistance against changes in network impedance. From the literature review, it was
concluded that despite numerous publications related to the sustainability of microgrids,
research in this area is key to the development of the green and neutral transition. This is
due to the growing need to join sources for decentralized energy production. In this aspect,
it is necessary to apply a rational approach to evaluate the sustainability of microgrids
depending on the connection point of photovoltaic generators. The idea is, by applying
this approach, to evaluate the impact of connecting new energy sources to the conventional
electricity distribution network.

3. Materials and Methods

In Figure 2, a schematic example of a radial system for the description of the voltage
stability phenomena is presented [4,23,24]. The scheme has a constant input voltage Es, a
load ZLD and ZLN is the impedance. The presented example is used for determination of
the microgrid in which 6 nodes are connected.

The current can be described with the following equation [4]:

∼
I =

∼
E

∼
ZLN +

∼
ZLD

(1)
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where
∼
I and

∼
E are vectors and

∼
ZLN = ZLN∠θ,

∼
ZLD = ZLD∠φ (2)

The magnitude of the current can be described as follows:

I =
ES√

(ZLN cos θ + ZLD cos φ)2+(ZLN sin θ + ZLD sin φ)2
(3)

I =
1√
F

ES
ZLN

(4)

where

F = 1 +
(

ZLD
ZLN

)2
+ 2
(

ZLD
ZLN

)
cos(θ − φ) (5)

The voltage is equal to
VR = ZLD I (6)

The power of the load is equal to

PR = VR I cos φ (7)

In Figure 3, a scheme of a studied single line microgrid is presented with all parameters
included. The grid is a radial power line at a low voltage with a concentrated load realized
with overhead lines. The model of the equivalent scheme is p-type.
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It is powered by a generalized system and a power transformer with a voltage of
20/0.4 kV. The input data used in the model are presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Characteristics of the studied microgrid.

Power Line w1 Power Line w2 Power Line w3 Power Line w4 Power Line w5

Type of conductor 4 ∗ 95 Al 4 ∗ 95 Al 4 ∗ 50 Al 4 ∗ 35 Al 4 ∗ 16 Al
Distance, l [km] 0.01 0.07 0.16 0.168 0.12

Active resistance at direct
sequence, R1 [Ω/km] 0.308 0.308 0.594 0.83 1.795

Reactance at direct sequence,
X1 [Ω/km] 0.32 0.32 0.34 0.35 0.38

Active resistance at zero
sequence, R0 [Ω/km] 1.232 1.232 2.376 3.32 7.18

Reactance at zero sequence,
X0 [Ω/km] 1.28 1.28 1.36 1.4 1.52

Rated current, IR [A] 340 340 225 180 110

In Figure 4, a simulation model of the smart microgrid in NEPLAN, Version 5. 5. 3.
software is presented. In this study, it is considered that only one terminal is connected
to node 2, supplied by the power transformer. The other part of the circuit is represented
by a complex load named “Load 2” with power P = 250 kW and Q = 135 kVar. The
terminal loading is simulated by concentrated loads in a complex form. Several PV plants
are connected to the considered microgrid. PV-1 and PV-2 are connected to node 3 with
the following powers, respectively, 198 kW and 98 kW. PV-3, PV-4 and PV-5 with power
equal to 30 kW each are connected to node 6. With this microgrid, two cases have been
implemented in which the connection of photovoltaic plants with different capacities has
been considered.
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4. Results

Several static methods were used to evaluate and analyze the voltage stability of the
presented microgrid: U-Q sensitivity method, Q-U modal analysis, U-Q curves and P-U
curves. The results of the conducted research are presented in graphic and tabular form.
The U-Q sensitivity method can be described by the following equation [4–8]:

∆U = J−1
R ·∆Q (8)

where

∆U—variation in bus voltage magnitude;
∆Q—variation in bus reactive power injection;
JR—Jacobian matrix.

4.1. Scenario 1

In Table 2, the results from the realized simulation are presented. The self-sensitivity
of U–Q indicates which of the nodes are most susceptible to voltage variation. In the case
of voltage stability, the sensitivity parameter is important because it defines the minimum
and maximum limits of voltage deviation from 90% to 110% of the voltage. Bulgarian and
European standardized norms [5] exist for the determination of the changes in these limits.
The results are presented also in graphical form in Figure 5. It can be observed that in node
6, where PV-3, PV-4 and PV-5 are connected, the variation in the voltages is equal.

Table 2. U–Q Self Sensitivity.

Name Sensitivity [%/MVar]

1 NO_7 116.5825
2 PV-5 91.8837
3 PV-3 91.8837
4 PV-4 91.8837
5 NO_6 90.1140
6 NO_5 59.0271
7 NO_4 26.0595
8 PV-1 18.8751
9 PV-2 16.7312
10 NO_3 11.8591
11 NO_2 9.8780
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In Figure 6, the variation in the active power in the function of the voltage losses
in each node is presented. From the diagram presented, it can be observed that with
deviations beyond the set limits of 10%, the system becomes unstable in terms of voltage.
These deviations from the acceptable limits can lead to a voltage drop. In this case, the
synchronous machines in generator modes in the power system cannot maintain their set
voltage, which would lead to unpredictable changes in its values.
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Figure 6. U-Q Curves.

The U-Q curves are obtained by simulating multiple load cases. U-Q curves present the
required reactive power Q for achieving a necessary voltage level U. From the simulation
studies, it can be concluded that there is a minimum point on the U-Q curve, which is
critical. In this case, all points to the left of it are unstable. It is also observed that when the
last point of the U-Q curve is above the horizontal axis, there is a deficit of reactive energy
that must be filled in order not to cause a voltage collapse.

Figure 7 presents the P-U curves for the injection of random energy flows for Scenario
1. The P-U curve method is determined by the realization of multiple consecutive cases
of studying the energy flows through the load. It defines a basic dependence of the bus
voltage and the load in a certain area. One of the advantages of this method is that it is
possible to specify a notification in the proximity of a voltage failure. By determining the
location of this failure, the necessary energy can be injected at that point.

Q–U Modal Analysis

A modal analysis of the studied microgrid is presented, which can give us additional
information about the instability of the system. The main features by which it can be
determined are the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the Jacobian matrix, presented in
Figure 8. Of interest is the eigenvector with the smallest value. For example, if it is negative,
we have instability; if it has a zero value, it has borderline instability according to the
voltage of the microgrid. Figures 9 and 10 show the participation factors for the respective
nodes for the two smallest eigenvectors, 0.002 and 0.019, respectively. From the presented
results, we can conclude that node 7 and PV-1 are the most critical nodes where there is a
possibility to break the voltage stability, since they have the highest value as a participation
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factor. At negative values, the system is insensitive; at zero values, the system is at the
limit of sensitivity; at positive values, the system is sensitive. The smallest values of the
eigenvectors are of interest, since positive values are observed in the presented results; thus,
the system should be voltage unstable. The highest sensitivity is in the node where in the
presence of the smallest impact, the system would be led out of stability.
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In Figure 11, the branch participation factor is presented. This shows us the most
critical branches where voltage collapse can occur. It can be observed that the value of the
power transformer is the highest. This happens because the largest amount of energy from
the power source to the studied microgrid passes through the power transformer.
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4.2. Scenario 2

A second case study was also carried out, where the powers of PV-1 and PV-2 were
equal to 198 kW, and the powers of PV-3, PV-4 and PV-5 were increased twice, as shown in
Figure 12. When calculating voltage stability using the static methods used, the energy flow
distribution in the microgrid was first determined. When determining the flow distribution,
the powers through the lines and the corresponding nodes were calculated, as well as the
voltage in the nodes. It can be observed that in this scenario, a voltage overload in the
set limits of the studied cases is observed at node 6, shown in a red color. This happens
because each inverter regulates the output voltage of its own node, which is one of the
reasons for the voltage increase beyond the regulated limits.
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The results of the same static methods for the assessment and analysis of the voltage
resistance of a smart microgrid have been implemented and presented. Figure 13 shows
the sensitivity of the microgrid in individual nodes when connecting photovoltaic plants.
A significant increase in sensitivity is observed at node 7 compared to node 6, where the
three PV plants are connected. Because the connected load at node 7 is of lower power, its
sensitivity has the largest value. This is a significant factor that must be taken into account
when determining the technical feasibility of connecting a photovoltaic plant to microgrids.
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Figure 14 shows the graphical changes of the U–Q Curves. From the results shown,
the change in the sensitivity of the different nodes can be compared to scenario 1.
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Figure 15 shows the changes in the P-U Curves. From the results presented, due to the
increased values of the six photovoltaic plants connected in a node with a power of 60 kW
each, the voltage is unstable in all nodes.
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Figures 16–19 present the results of modal analysis for scenario 2. A change in the
values of the eigenvectors presented in Figure 16 is observed. Like scenario 1, the smallest
values of the eigenvectors are evaluated. Despite the approximately equal values, a change
in the participation factor of the nodes is observed. The high participation factor of node
7, shown in Figure 17, remains. The other node with the highest participation factor is no
longer PV-1, but node 4, shown in Figure 18. The change in the values of the eigenvectors,
as well as the participation factors of nodes and branches at eigenvalues 0.002 and 0.018,
respectively, can be clearly seen.
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Figure 19 shows the participation factor of the branches in the microgrid. An increased
factor of participation in the overhead power lines W3 and W4 is observed, which can lead
to a violation of the voltage resistance. Also, a slight decrease in the value of the power
transformer is noticed. This is due to the change in the connection node of the photovoltaic
plants in the studied microgrid and the change in their nominal power.
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5. Discussion

In this paper, a single-line low-voltage microgrid with connected photovoltaic plants
to the individual nodes is investigated. The main purpose of the realized research is to
make a more detailed analysis and evaluation of the participation of hybrid inverters when
connecting photovoltaic plants to the grid. Due to the specifics of the power system and
control systems, an important parameter that must be regulated within specific limits is
reactive power. When we consider low-voltage networks with connected household users,
it is not considered. This problem significantly increases with the increase in the share of
grid-connected renewable energy sources such as photovoltaic plants and wind turbines.
Also, the connected charging stations needed to charge hybrid and electric vehicles have a
significant influence. From the simulation studies presented, the analysis and evaluation of
different networks with multiple connected loads can be carried out.

In this study, two different scenarios are presented. In scenario 1, the connected
power from photovoltaic plants is permissible. From the obtained results, the network
has voltage resistance without overloading. In scenario 2, a study was made with an
increase in the connected power from photovoltaic plants. In this case, from the simulation
results, it is observed that at these powers, voltage overload occurs in the studied microgrid.
For this reason, this type of study is useful to consider when designing and connecting
photovoltaic plants.

In future developments on this subject, it would be interesting to take reactive energy
flows into account in order to more accurately size the network. Also, the study of the circuit
parameters and the systems will control the voltage inverters connected to the network.
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6. Conclusions

A simulation model of a microgrid was implemented and a voltage stability analysis
with two different scenarios was realized in NEPLAN software. The presented model is
imperfect because reactive loads are not considered in low-voltage networks. The presented
grid is a single line and the equivalent schematic is p-type. In the presented microgrid,
several photovoltaic plants with different power are connected. They are attached to
several nodes in order to determine the voltage stability of the grid in terms of the several
simulated studies implemented with different methodologies. Several methodologies
are presented that can be used in ensuring network stability and reliability. Two cases
are investigated in this paper. In the first case, the simulation results are presented, in
which, when photovoltaic plants are connected, the sustainable operation of the network
is observed even in the event of an emergency. In the second case, simulation studies
were carried out, in which it is clearly seen that when an emergency event occurs, network
instability occurs.

Simulation results for the particular microgrid are presented and discussed. This
model is useful because a different microgrid with different powers and a different number
of connected loads can be studied quite easily.

The main contribution of the manuscript consists of the presentation of a rational
approach to assess the sustainability of micro-grids depending on the connection point
of photovoltaic generators. The presented research will be developed and supplemented
also from the point of view of the impact of connecting loads, such as charging stations to
already built microgrids.

It would be useful to consider the time variation of the loads in the connected nodes
in the presented model. With this improvement, the simulation model would be more
accurate from the point of view of considering real objects, but at the same time it would
pose new challenges in the description and study of a more detailed model. In this paper,
the team has only considered static methods for assessing the resilience and voltage stability
of a microgrid.

It is necessary to require communication between the individual inverters connected in
the same node and the same smart grid to ensure the stability of operation of the individual
plants and maintain the mode parameters of the electric network. However, this would lead
to a deterioration in the cyber security of the power system. Due to these considerations, it
is necessary to find an optimal engineering solution that provides the necessary protection
and at the same time offers a thorough study and investigation of the problem.
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

AC Alternative current;
DC Direct current;
MG Microgrid;
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PI Proportional integral;
PV Photovoltaic;
Es Input voltage [V];
ZLD Load;
ZLN Impedance;
P Power;
w Power line;
l Distance [km];
R1 Active resistance at direct sequence [Ω/km];
X1 Reactance at direct sequence [Ω/km];
R0 Active resistance at zero sequence [Ω/km];
X0 Reactance at zero sequence [Ω/km];
IR Nominal current [A].
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